
FEARSOME GODS
-Dungeon Crawling & Roleplaying Game System

and Setting-
aka The Homebrew nobody ever played

Allwonder
Here there are many peoples. Most of them are 
human with strange stories from their ancestors. 
This man has the legs of a horse, and this one 
claims his grandmother slept with a God. Some of 
them are not human; they are Vanara that chose to 
leave their wild jungles, they are the trolls huge and
powerful. They are the Kobolds, conjured and 
subserviant. But regardless of who these people 
are, they all live the same life. They wish to make 
due with what they have, raise a family, and worry 
endlessly about the weather and taxes.

You don't.

You want to go out an risk life and limb for coin. 
You want to be the rockstar of your age; a daring 
person who goes into the darkest tombs and vaults 
to find unknown mysteries and treasures. You put 
aside common sense and embrace the fantastic, the 
mundane is wrong and the wrong is so right. There 
is a reason why villagers give you glares as you 
walk into the village. Is it because you look like the
raping and pillaging sort with your weapons and 
armor? Is it because you spit in the face of their 
gods and traditions? Is it because you are 
dangerous? Yes, very much so. Danger is in your 
job description.

Fearsome Gods is a game about diving into 
dungeons and ancient places to find power and 
treasure alike. You roll a race, roll your stats, and 
then pick your Infamy. This is your character.

After this, you will either explore an uncharted land
or explore a dungeon. There will be danger and 
potentially death.

Whenever one of your characters dies, you may 
send them off with a last words. You may make a 
new one when you are given a proper burial and 
your spirit is put to rest.

The Great and Terrible
Your character is how you interact with the world 
and people in it. 

Race
To create a character's race, you may roll a d12. 
Each time you have lost or retired a character, add
+1 to this roll. You may also take a result lower 
than your number if you choose to.

(1) You are a goblin OR Reroll a new character, 
but your birth will be of ill omen, you will be 
born into poor social rank, or some other curse.

(2-5) You are a regular human and have no special
traits. Your bloodline is either absent or diluted 
beyond any recognition. (+2 starting Hit points)

(6-7) You are a Bouja- half human, half animal. 
You have good instincts and primal fervor.
OR You are a Kobold of the Slave caste.

(8-9) You are a Cucoy- a seemingly half alive 
human, stillborn but somehow lived.
OR You are a Vanara- a spiritual monkey man.

(10) You are a Cloven- the result of a human and 
demon pairing. Witchery is in your blood. 
OR You are a Kobold of the Brute caste.

(11) You are a Marvel- a human of a strange 
bloodline that may stretch back to myth.
OR You are a Kobold of the Queer caste.

(12) You are a Troll.

(13+) You are a Demigod, a Demiurge, or 
something far stranger.

Ability Scores
Roll 3d6 +1 six times. These stats may be 
distributed as you please into the various 
attributes in the game. Normally; 18 is the 
maximum for a human's attribute score.

If you roll a natural 18 (three rolls of 6) you may 
put the +1 into a different stat of your choice as a 
bonus for your good luck.



There are 6 Attributes that govern your characters.

Strength is your physical power. It increases your 
to-hit bonus with Heavy Weapons and is your 
carrying capacity or load.

Dexterity is your quickness and spatial skills. It 
increases your to-hit bonus with Light weapons and
gives a bonus to AC equal to your modifier.

Constitution is your endurance and toughness. 
Your HP is equal to your Con + max class die. 

Intelligence is your mental power and focus. Most 
classes have an easier term improving or learning 
new skills or increases mystic power.

Wisdom is your perception and common sense. 
Wisdom is used for perception and initiative in 
combat, and also tends to improve the supportive 
power or control a class has on their abilities.

Charisma is your personality and charm. This is 
useful for trading and diplomacy, and classes tend 
to get improved social abilities with it.

There are also several scores influenced by stats;

Hit Points are equal to your Constitution + your 
class's highest roll on its hit dice (d4 = +4 HP)

AC or Defense is the number an attacker must 
meet or exceed to hit you and deal damage. It is 
based on the race's size + Dexterity modifier.

Size Table for Races Defense Rations

Trolls Base 7 2 daily

Humans Base 8 1 daily

Brute, Queer Kobolds, Vanara Base 9 1 daily

Goblins, Slave Caste Kobolds Base 10 ½ daily

Load is equal to your strength; how much you can 
carry. This includes worn armor.

All stats are also directly your saves. When you 
save vs something, you are trying to roll under your
relevant stat in order to avoid the negative effect.

Infamy
Each character has an Infamy or class. This is a 
rough archetype or umbrella of what the 
character's capabilities and role in the party.

There are 5 basic classes;
Bastards are cruel and skilled fighters, capable of
going toe to toe with monsters and enemies. They 
are the toughest of all the classes and have high 
damage potential. They can also learn new 
fighting techniques and gain war trophies.

Zealots are religious characters with decent 
fighting skills and heavy support abilities. They 
can shield their allies from harm to keep them 
alive and turn away enemies of their faith, as well
as pray for miracles.

Crooks are highly skilled specialists. Besides 
being skilled at saving their own skin, they 
choose new skills as they level to become better 
and better at what they do and turn luck to their 
side using Focus dice to make up for bad rolls.

Debasers are mystical magic users with the 
power to cast magic spells and hurt enemies with 
hexes. Debasers research and hunt for new spells 
and powers as they grow in level. They also have 
innate magical resistance and can sense magic.

Cultists are magical healers and support classes. 
They can not only heal injuries but can also help 
cure damaged attributes, help fight diseases, resist
hostile magic, gain a Coven, and even conjure 
powerful beings through blood sacrifice.

Character Advancement
Your characters all begin at 1st level. Each level 
you grow is a marked increase in both your 
experience, power, and fame.

You level up when you acquire 1000 points of 
experience x your level. You gain experience by 
spending wealth and treasure. This uses a Copper 
Standard; each Copper Coin spent is 1 XP

You get bonus experience the more frivolous, 
luxurious, and wasteful your spending is.



Races Detailed
Humans

Humans are in everything. By far the most 
populous race, humans seem to be at the forefront 
of the nations, the religions, and the institutes of 
magic and science. Humans call themselves Ash 
people and this name has a ring of truth to it; they 
are both fertile and also destructive.

Regular Humans have such diluted or mixed 
bloodlines that no traits show through. As such 
these people tend to work hard and have to strike 
out into the world without racial powers, giving 
them toughness.

• Regular humans start with +2 Hit Points

Bouja are half animal and half human. Each Bouja 
is a bit individual and the exact way their animal 
ancestry shows up is unique. Bouja are not always 
created from a human x animal mating, though that 
can happen, but they are often born from rogue 
animal spirits or spirit animals guiding the 
newborn, as common beliefs say. They may choose
ONE natural advantage- they gain;

• +2 to any attribute 
• +1 to AC 
• Natural weapons (d4 damage)

If they enhance an attribute the maximum for that 
attribute grows to 19 instead of 18.

Cucoy are seemingly half living humans. 
Sometimes called Ghost Drinkers or Boogeymen, 
they are typically pale, cold to the touch and while 
not very energetic they are still known far and wide
as a common type of human. Many of them were 
abandoned as babies but somehow survived, or 
some died and then returned to live later. They are 
sometimes called 'Ghost Drinkers' because they 
seem to have the power to be able to 'eat' ghosts 
and spirits, typically in great heaving breaths.
Their closeness with death and the spirit world 
means they have several advantages.

• Gain +4 vs Fear effects
• You can play dead; only a doctor can tell.
• Drink Ghosts (d6 damage at short range, 

restores ½ the damage dealt as HP)
It is this last ability that makes them well known 
among spirits and makes them feared just as much.

Cloven are a very infamous type of hybrid 
human. These are those that are half human and 
half demon. Demonic ancestry can stretch back 
very far and continually resurfaces. Some Cloven 
are born of rape and unspeakable ritual, others are
born in places where such relationships are not 
even seen as bad. Cloven are naturally magical 
and more of them have the ability to use magic 
then the other races of humans. 
Additionally; Cloven have a few powers they 
inherit. These powers are randomly determined to
start, but more can be gained later on. Roll d8;
(1) Familiar You have power over either a small 
animal, tattoo, or a spiritual presence that inhabits
your dolls that can aid you in small tasks such as 
spying or stealing items it could logically carry.
(2) Storm-Rider If you are outside in a great and 
mighty storm you can fly as fast as a horse. If the 
storm stops while you are flying you will fall.
(3) Disquiet Your presence agitates animals and 
children. You can focus it and make them flee in 
terror; bucking knights off their steeds.
(4) Apparition With concentration you may make 
a picture or person appear in a reflective object or 
pool of water. It cannot make noise.
(5) Tongues You may babble madly at one person
who cannot speak clearly until you do. Also your 
tongue is very long and prehensile.
(6) Cackle Your hideous laugh causes the 
cowardly to flee in blind panic if they fail to roll 
under Cha to save. Nearby dead things will join 
you in your laughter if you continue.
(7) Shatter If you stare at a glass or ceramic 
object from some time (1d4 rounds + object's 
load) it will shatter suddenly; shards flying.
(8) Darkness At your will the room you are in 
will become darker, but this does not effect direct 
sunlight or magical light.
Other powers may also be revealed.

Marvels are strange humans with ancestries that 
often stretch back into myth. Often they are 
supposed to be related to things like mountains, 
plants, moonlight, the ocean.

• You have a special power. 
• Alien mind grants +2 vs Charm, Illusion
• You are restored and healed by your 

element. Embrace it.



Vanara
Vanara are the monkey men of the land of 
Salvation and of the jungle retreats. While cloesly 
related to humans, the Vanara never gave up the 
forest and wilderness. The Vanara stand as tall as 
humans with long tails and are hairy. There are 
slight differences between different Vanara 
ethnicities  which seem tiny and hard to notice but 
mean a world of difference to the monkey people.

This division is race is waived for the white pelt 
elders; Vanara who have gained both wisom and 
age may become white haired. White haired Vanara
are the only ones capable of learning magic. Vanara
age by experience instead of just time; elders are 
old because they are wiser, and young Vanara stay 
young if they stay stupid.
Vanara also speak Highwild, which is a language 
shared only by nearly human-level creatures. 
Dolphins, primates, as well as the top end of dogs 
and pigs can all speak Highwild.

• Vanara are as big as humans but have higher
base Defense.

• Vanara can choose to use their Strength or 
Dexterity as their To-Hit bonus.

• Vanara may choose to use their Dex 
modifier OR Wisdom mod for bonus AC

• Vanara can speak Highwild

Kobolds
Kobolds are small, scaled people. Kobolds are a 
conjured race; they were created by Wizards many 
eons ago as servants and slaves and have had that 
origin ever since. Many kobolds in the world today 
are either the result of being created or being born 
naturally through regular fertile kobolds in the 
world. If conjured; all Kobolds either love or hate 
their master with all their hearts. Kobolds are often 
either freed or escape.

Kobolds also come in various castes that have been
created or bred over the years for various roles in 
service to their master.
Slave caste Kobolds are the smallest. They are 
small, fast, and sneaky though weak and servile.

• Your Dex must be higher then your Str
• Highest base AC along with Goblins
• Eye for shiny things and treasure.

Brute caste Kobolds are heavy; thick skin and 
arms make them tough. While not quite as big as 
humans they are still extremely strong due to their
layered muscles and brutish manner, not known 
for their mental ability however. They were 
created to be guards and soldiers of their masters.

• When a Brute pummels an enemy down 
they add +1d4 damage.

• Higher AC base
• Str and Con must be higher than Int

Queer caste Kobolds are tall for kobolds and thin.
They are not physically strong but are among the 
strangest mentally; and have strange resistances. 
They were created to be apprentices and helpers 
in magical matters.

• Have an innate +1 Magic Resistance
• Can cast a free Hex once per day equal to 

their Int modifier.
• Save vs Mutation +2

Goblins
Goblins are the worthless race. Weaker and 
inferior to all others, they are the result of men's 
seed wasted on the ground and air. Goblins are 
either born in tribes or come fully formed from a 
hole they were randomly born in. They are 
common targets of slaves and abusers.

• Goblins use 2d6 to generate ability scores
• Goblins have highest base AC category
• Can eat almost anything
• Good senses in the darkness

Hobgoblins are a rare type of Goblin that is the 
result of a goblin breeding with a human. 
Hobgoblins keep the other abilities of Goblins but
generate stats as 3d6+1 as normal.

Trolls
Trolls are hugely powerful and uncommon 
beings. They are tall and lanky and typically 
covered in fur that is in cool tones; blue, green, 
purple are the most common colors. Trolls have 
tusks and have powerful regeneration.

• Restore class HD of HP each major rest.
• Lowest base AC, 7 base Defense.
• Size bonus to weaponry; +1 to hit/dam



BASTARD
(AKA Fighter)
Hit Dice- d10
Saves- 

Martial Skill 
Add your class level to your attack rolls AND max 
health.
Additionally; you may add your Strength mod to 
attack AND damage when using Heavy weapons, 
and add your Dexterity mod to attack AND damage
when using Light weapons.

Trophy
Note the name and HD of the meanest thing you've 
killed. The finishing blow is usually required to 
claim it as your own, GM has final say. You have to
keep at least a small part of the thing.
You may 'use' your trophy to;
>Reroll an attack or special move roll
>Reroll a failed saving throw in combat
>Add your class level to your damage roll after a 
successful hit.
>Give yourself temp HP equal to the total HD of 

the trophy; lasts until end of battle.
>Attract a lvl 1 Fighter (loyalty variable)
Your Trophy may only be used a number of times 
equal to its HD + your Charisma mod. You may 
only replace your trophy with a new, higher HD 
trophy.

Combat Techniques
After a battle, you may explain what you learned 
and gain a small bonus when using a certain 
weapon or in a certain situation.
Roll under your Intelligence, success learns a 
Technique, Failure means you learned nothing but
each time you fail you get a +1 to your next 
Technique learning roll until you learn one, in 
which case this bonus drops back down to zero.
>Add +1 to damage using a type of weapon.
>Add +1 to hit using a type of weapon.
>Add +1 AC when using the same type of 
weapon as your enemy
>Add +1 to damage to an enemy bigger OR 
smaller then you.
>Get an extra attack vs a stunned enemy.
>Add your Strength modifier to your damage if 
you cancel your Dex bonus to AC this round.
>Other, GM has final say.
Your maximum number of techniques is your 
fighter level plus your Wisdom modifier.

Making a Bastard
When you make a Bastard, you may choose to 
either start with 3 shoddy pieces of weapons or 
armor or 1 piece of good (notched) equipment. 
You pick from the normal list and that weapon is 
shoddy instead of breaking for your class.

Additionally; any good pieces of equipment 
(weapon or armor) is not an improvised piece of 
junk, and can be professional. Such as a Sword, 
Crossbow, well crafted armor, etc.

You may also choose to replace 1 piece of shoddy
equipment you start with, if you choose it, to be a 
2 HD trophy of a local beast or bandit you have 
killed. This does not grant any extra experience or
loot, but is an interesting note in your character's 
backstory and can be used as normal. (2 uses for 
the HD + your Charisma modifier)



ZEALOT
(AKA Paladin)
HD- d8

Turning
Every faith has its enemies and heretics. At level 1, 
the Zealot chooses a type of creature or person they
can turn based on their religion. Zealots may turn, 
halt, or even damage them; Roll a d4 + your Int 
mod. All opposed enemies that can behold you are 
affected if equal to or over their CURRENT hit 
points. They will turn and run or stop in their tracks
if they are strong willed.
The above die is called your 'Faith' die and goes up 
when you reach a level not possible on the current 
die. (ex; goes to d6 when you reach level 5, then d8
when you reach level 7, etc.)
Deals d4 damage for each turning point above the 
enemy's maximum possible health with their HD.

Holy Flame
The Zealot may bless allies and smite his foes with 
holy energy, seemingly tied to their God(s) and 
religions domains. Blessing is touch ranged.
These Vigor points count as temporary Health.

In and out of combat, these points may be 
channeled by rolling your Faith die, you can 
bestow points equal to the roll, once per round. 
Additionally; you may Smite an enemy with a 
basic attack; on a hit roll Faith die as bonus 
damage. Cannot be used on Religious allies.
The Zealot may channel per day equal to their 
Wisdom mod + number of their max miracles.

Miracles
In times of great need, Zealots may pray to their 
God for assistance in a more direct way. Roll for 
reaction, add Charisma bonuses, and add +1 for 
each act of devotion, sacrifice, or work you've 
done for the clergy or the God itself. Zealots get 
+1 miracle per adventure at level 1, level 3, and 
then every 3 levels after.
(At level 18+, they will have 7 Miracles)
Additionally, the Zealot may expend a miracle for
divine inspiration; allowing them to roll an extra 
Faith die for a Turning, Vigor, or Smite action. 
They can use this multiple times.

Making a Zealot
When you make a new Zealot character you must 
decide their religious order. Each order should 
have an Adherence or taboo, which is something 
you must do or must not do to stay in the God's 
favor, a ritual that you can do to improve your 
graces and finally its opposition; which is what 
the order can turn. Here are examples.
Additionally; you begin with your Holy Weapon.
Adherence Ritual Can Turn

Keep on a fire 
at all times

Sacrificial 
Bonfire

Afraid of fire; 
wild animals.

Tend to the 
sick and dying.

Bury the foes 
he has slain.

That hates life; 
Undead

Never flee 
from fair fight

Honor in 
combat; duels

Cowards and 
weaklings.

Never blindly 
follow the law

Sow chaos and 
upset lawmen

Constructs; 
overly orderly

Don't step on 
raw earth

Moon Cult; get
new members

Volcanics; 
Demons



CROOK
(aka Thief/Specialist)
HD- d6

Special Skills
The Crook gains 4 skill points each level for 
disciplines. Using a skill requires a d20 roll, with 
rolling equal or under the skill level.
The maximum skill level is 18, and the maximum 
number of skills is equal to 1/4 their Crook level 
plus their Intelligence modifer (minimum of 1)
When a Crook gains a skill, add the stat modifier as
free skill points.

Focus Dice
Whenever a Crook fails a saving throw OR skill 
roll, they may use any number of their available 
focus die to make up the difference.
At level 1, the Crook starts with a d4 once daily use
focus die. Each time they gain a level they may 
either increase the size of the dice by one size 
(maximum size d12), create a new die, or learn a 
new discipline.
The Crook may only have 1 Focus die of each die 
size and cannot create a new dice unless he's made 
the last dice go up to at least a d6 in size from the 
starting d4 to make room for the new d4.

Disciplines
Crooks may have any of the following disciplines,
or others that they invent with DM approval.
Skill Governing Attribute

Vandalism Strength

Climbing Strength

Fine Manipulation Dexterity

Stealth Dexterity

Bushcraft Constitution

Swimming Constitution

Linguistics Intelligence

First Aid Intelligence

Architecture Wisdom

Investigation Wisdom

Business Charisma

Diplomacy Charisma

Making a Crook
Crooks begin at level 1 with either 6 points in a 
single skill + relevant stat modifier or 3 points in 
2 stats with relevant stat modifiers. All Crooks 
begin with a d4 Focus dice that can increase when
they level.

Crooks require special tools to do their jobs and it
is preparing and restocking on these tools that 
recover their focus die. Medics cut up old clothes 
into bandages around a campfire, the lockpick 
buys some new toys at the black market, the 
linguistics expert has to read his books and take 
his attention away from his surroundings for a 
time to research. 

This is how Focus die are recovered; mostly 
recovering all the dice if the day is free or 
recovering the lowest used dice in the wilderness 
or during a moments rest at a camp.

Additionally; you start with 1 Extra generic item, 
or a trinket/keepsake of minor value.



DEBASER
(aka Magic User)
HD- d4

The Power
Magic users have the ability to cast spells. There 
are three kinds of spells; powerful Hexes used in 
warfare, useful Charms cast in all sorts of situations
and the more subtle and mystical Ritual spells. 
Ritual spells cast in combat take a number of 
rounds equal to the spell's circle minus the 
Debaser's Intelligence modifier.

Magic users use mana; they get 1d4 Mana points 
per level. Reroll all mana dice each level and take it
if its higher, or take the current and add +1.

Mana is used to empower Hexes, Charms, and to 
power ritual spells and magical item Enchantments.
The maximum mana points they can spend on a 
single spell casting is equal to their level + Int mod.

The Craft
Debasers learn new spells through study, 
invention, and stealing the works of others. 
Whenever you first learn a spell, it is in its 
weakest state. Your spells can become more 
powerful as you practice and gain in knowledge.

Whenever you gather or observe a magical 
phenomena, creature, or strange event relating to 
a spell effect you can cast (such as a field that 
urges people to sleep on it, and you know a 
sleeping spell) you gain a mastery point.

Whenever you have downtime you may attempt 
to roll under your gained mastery points with a 
modifier from the relevant stat;

• Intelligence governs Hexes.
• Wisdom governs Charms.
• Charisma governs Ritual Magic.

If you succeed, the spell will be improved. 
Improved spells will have better range, improved 
to hit or power, longer lasting effects, etc. Mark 
the individual spell each time it has been 
improved. This removes all current spell mastery.

The Way
Magic Users are innately tied to the magic in the 
world. Magic users can sense if an object, person, 
or location is magically enchanted by touching it. 
They cannot tell what magic it is or its purpose. 
Debasers may also sometimes sense if a subtle 
magical spell has been cast upon them or their 
companions; this is based off Wisdom.

Additionally; You gain a flat bonus to your saving
throws vs magic and enemy spells equal to your 
Charisma modifier and your own spell saving 
throws become more difficult by the same.

Making a Debaser
Magic users may start with either a wand or staff 
and either 1 Hex, Charm, or Ritual of their choice 
or 2 determined Randomly.



CULTIST
(aka Healer)
HD- d4

Blood Magic
By touching another person who has at least 1 
health point, the Cultist may heal them using his 
own life energy. The Cultist also gets a number of 
free health points that does not hurt them equal to 
their Wisdom modifier.
If the Cultist touches someone who is dying/at 0 or 
less HP, they can attempt to stabilize them. The 
Cultist expends 1 healing point or 1 of their own 
HP and the target must roll under Constitution to 
recover 1 negative health point, else the healing 
point is wasted and they continue to bleed out. This
continues until the dying character dies or they 
return to 0 HP, which they must recover up to at 
least 1 HP to be healed further by the Cultist.

Sanguine Path
Every EVEN level, the Cultist gains +2 free 
healing points they get per day.

Every ODD level, including level 1, the Cultist 
rolls a d6 and can add OR subtract from the 
number up to or equal to their POSITIVE 
Intelligence modifier.
(1) You may touch a person suffering from a 
disease or poison and they get an extra saving 
throw vs the disease/poison. This may only be 
used once per day per time this is taken.
(2) At vision range you may stabilize a dying 
person or cause a stabalized person to start dying. 
They take or ignore -1 health per time taken. 
(3) You may attempt to remove each mutation 
once per time this is taken. You may also force a 
mutation on yourself to become beneficial, roll 
under Cha. 1 more max good muation each time.
(4) You may cut yourself to create magical 
protection on a target. The barrier absorbs up to a 
1st circle spell or 1 Hex, goes up each time taken.
(5) You may touch a person suffering from a 
negative attribute and restore 1d4-1 points of it. 
This may be used once per day per time taken.
(6) All the powers of the Sanguine Path above get 
a +1 to their rolls or bonuses each time taken.

Black Sabbath
Cultists may summon forth supernatural entities 
and spirits through length ritual and blood 
sacrifice. The creature to be summoned must have
at least an equal number of HD sacrificed as its 
HD, and each additional HD sacrificed gives the 
Cultist +1 to controlling the creature. Maximum 
HD of your sacrifices = Cultist's level.
To control the Creature the Cultist rolls d10 and 
OVER the creature's HD. Spirits invoked this way
may also grant magical powers or spells as well 
as deliver curses and minions if angered.
Additionally; each Cultist gains a Coven of loyal 
followers that flock from the dregs of society. 
Either for healing or hatred for society and the 
bodies cosmic. These are level 0 commoners that 
do not count towards the normal follower limit; as
many as ¼ his level + Charisma mod.

Making a Cultist
Cultists begin the game with either one aspirant;  
a totally loyal follower with average abilities OR 
they may choose their level 1 Sanguine Path.



SABOTEUR
(aka Gunner)
HD- d6

Smoke & Thunder
Whenever you attack with a firearm, you may roll 
as many d20 attacks as you want equal to your 
level + dexterity modifier. One successful attack is 
considered the proper attack and all other 
successful attacks grant a +1 to damage, but you 
must roll on your ammo die for every d20 you 
rolled. If you roll at least 2 natural 20s on the attack
roll you get to roll an extra damage die. If you get 
any natural ones your gun jams after you shoot and 
it takes that many rounds to clear.
Additionally; when using a siege weapon (d12) you
may add your Int mod to the attack roll.

Munitions
Whenever you take a full rest you may increase 
your current ammo dices' size by one category as 

long as this does not exceed what you started with
in this dungeon or adventure.
You may also convert bombs into basic ammo 
(one dice size per 2 bombs) or vice versa.
You are one of the few who has special 
knowledge of gunpowder and bomb making, and 
can therefore safely set and disarm bombs, where 
as other characters would need to make a roll. Not
every bomb can be disarmed so easily.

Bombs can also be used as blasting charges or 
demolitions. Blasting charges can blow down 
walls and caverns and demolitions can topple 
large structures. Both make a lot of noise, attract a
lot of attention and use up multiple bombs.

Gunslinger
If an enemy you just hit last round tries to attack 
you they get a negative to their to-hit roll equal to 
the amount of damage you dealt to them in the 
previous round + your Cha modifier.
You may also choose to give this effect to an ally 
instead as Covering Fire. The enemy's attack roll 
is only reduced against the chosen ally.
Additionally; you get a bonus to Hit with all 
firearm weapons equal to ½ your level + Wis 
mod.

Making a Saboteur
When you create a new Saboteur you may choose
any 2 from the following.

• 2 Firesticks; rapid draw shitty firearms
• 2 Bombs
• Iron sight +1 to attack on attached weapon
• Flintlock Pistol (concealable, quickdraw)
• Flintlock Rifle (+1 to hit, better range)
• Pepper Box (mini-shotgun, fires shrapnel 

no reload in combat)



Starting Equipment
Every character in Fearsome Gods starts out rough.
The challenge of acquiring the resources one needs 
is only a single part of the challenge of diving into 
a dungeon or other wild place.
Each character may start with 2 starting items + 
their Intelligence modifier.
Generic Supplies
Useful supplies.
Name Description Load

Pole Prods at distance. 2

Ration One day's food/water 1 each

Rope Considerable Length 1 each

Torch Casts moderate light 1 each

Vial or Jar Can hold liquids, fragile min

Marbles Rolls downhill, dex save min

Chalk Can write on walls min
Weapons
All weapons here are shoddy except for a Bastard
Name Description Load

Sling Ranged Light; 1d4 dam min

Shiv Light weapon; 1d4 dam 1

Cudgel Light weapon; 1d4 dam 1

Adze Axe Light weapon; 1d6 dam 2

Fire Poker Light weapon; 1d6 dam 2

Hunting Bow Ranged Heavy; 1d8 dam 3

Wood Mallet Heavy weapon; 1d8 dam 3

Pitchfork Heavy weapon; 1d8 dam 3

Pickaxe Heavy weapon; 1d10 dam 4

Ammo Uses ammo dice; d6 norm 3 norm
Armors
All armors here are breaking except for a Bastard
Name Description Load

Work Gloves Protects Hands min

Moccasin Protects Feet min

Shin Pads For sheepfucking. +1 Def 1

Smith Apron Torso protection; +1 Def 1

Wooden Lid Shield; +Str to Defense 3
*min load items can be carried 10 items to 1 load

Durability
Every item has a durability and can be broken. 
Fire breaks things too soft or flexible to be 
crushed, things can be cut or dropped. 
Items can break when...

• Weapon It's user rolls a 1
• Armor An attacker rolls a 20
• Any The next time it suffers abuse
• Struck with a sundering blow

Equipment has two tiers of how tough it is/how 
long it will last before it breaks.
Shoddy weapons break when the above happens.
Notched Gear take a notch when they above.

Repair
Items can be repaired using a bit of downtime and
some basic materials, like rope or glue. If the 
weapon is at Breaking but has no yet broke, it can
be repaired easily with but a moment of 
downtime, removing all breaking progress.
If the weapon has broken totally, it will require 
materials to fix and more time.
Shoddy gear can be repaired back up to shoddy 
level, but breaking gear cannot be made shoddy.
Notched gear requires a smith, or special skills, to
maintain.

Protection
Unlike regular Armor that adds Defense; 
Protective items protect the sensitive parts against
1 effect or abuse per quality level.



Combat
In a fight, characters will try to kill anyone who 
gets in their way. Each 'turn' in combat is a short 
and arbitrary unit of time, only enough for each 
thing to act once.

You may move and attack, or move and attempt a 
non-violent action instead, such as a trip or disarm. 
These do not have official rules and instead are up 
for the DM to make a ruling depending on the 
situation.

Surprise
When two sides are set upon by each other at the 
exact same time, they use the Wisdom of their 
highest member. When fleeing or chasing however,
they use the Dexterity of their lowest member.

Initiative
When two creatures attack each other at the exact 
same time or if there is a question of who acts first, 
roll 1d10 + your current load. The lowest result 
goes first.

Attacks & Weapons
Whenever you want to attack an enemy; you roll a 
1d20 and add the relevant modifier;

Heavy Weapons use Strength
Melee weapons that deal d8 or more
Thrown Weapons of the above
Bows that deal d8 or more
Improvised weapons and fists

Light Weapons use Dexterity
Melee weapons that deal d6 or less
Thrown weapons of the above
Bows that deal d6 or less
Other ranged weapons

Ammo Dice
Your ranged weapon uses ammo. Roll your ammo 
die when you shoot. If you roll a 1 or 2, you go 
down to the next lower dice. 

If you roll a 1 or 2 on a d4, the lowest dice size, 
then your character has exactly one shot left. 
Make it count.

Fighting Rules

Whenever you Dual Wield weapons, you roll 
damage for both and take the highest. If they 
match, you get to deal both.

Shields give you a bonus to Defense equal to your
Strength modifier when used.

If you use a One Handed Weapon in both hands; 
you get a +1 to hit and +1 to damage.

Keeping one hand Free allows you to take items 
out of your pack, wrestle with opponents, throw 
something or open a door without pause, etc.

Death
When a character reaches 0 HP or less, they will 
bleed out. They get -1 heath a round until they 
reach their class HD + Con modifier, then they 
will die. Each person may attempt one first aid 
roll to aid and try and save the downed creature.

Healing
Whenever your party makes camp, you may rest. 
Resting restores your HP; roll your Hit Dice and 
restore that much HP. Any damage left over is 
considered an Injury and cannot be healed by 
rests; it requires greater time and care.
Recovery outside of a dungeon or wild place 
restores 1 HP per day in Injuries. Additionally; 
every week you may roll a 1d6-2 and restore that 
restore that many to any damage attributes. If you 
get a -1 that means your condition cannot be 
improved over time and requires more care.

Grievous Injury (Single injury over your hit die + 
Con modifier) Make you roll take a Con saving 
throw. Else the disease is infected and will require
advanced care.

Addiction and Disease can only be recovered 
from over long periods of time. You get another 
saving throw vs an affliction each week you rest 
equal to your class's HD number. If you fail all of 
them the affliction is permanent and can only be 
cured by professional, magical, or spiritual help.



Saving Throw Table
Whenever told to 'save' against something, you roll 
a d20 and attempt to roll under your saving throw 
number. The number is determined using the table.

 Stat Saving Throw
Category

Total Class Stat Base

Strength Struggle- 
Wrestling 
and 
constriction

+ + 5

Dexterity Reflex- 
Traps and 
surprises.

+ + 5

Constitution Fortitude- 
Poison and 
diseases

+ + 5

Intelligence Mind- 
Illusion and
telepathy

+ + 5

Wisdom Willpower-
Charm and 
possession

+ + 5

Charisma Soul- Fear 
and instant 
death.

+ + 5

Each class has a different growth of Saves;
Besides the below list; every character of every 
class gets +1 to each save at level 10 and 20.
Bastards
Struggle 1, 5, 7, 8, 13, 16, 19
Fortitude 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 17
Reflex 3, 12, 15, 18

Zealots
Soul 1, 5, 7, 8, 13, 16, 19
Willpower at 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 17
Fortitude at 3, 12, 15, 18

Crook
Reflex1, 5, 7, 8, 13, 16, 19
Mind at 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 17
Soul at 3, 12, 15, 18

Debaser
Mind1, 5, 7, 8, 13, 16, 19
Willpower 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 17
Soul 3, 12, 15, 18

Cultist
Soul1, 5, 7, 8, 13, 16, 19
Fortitude 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 17
Mind 3, 12, 15, 18

Saboteur
Mind1, 5, 7, 8, 13, 16, 19
Reflex 2, 4, 6, 9, 11, 14, 17
Struggle 3, 12, 15, 18


